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Abstract: Spatial acoustic radiation characteristics analysis is the precondition of reducing the noise
influence of outdoor power transformer while multi-physical field coupling method can be applied to
quantify and reveal these acoustic characteristics of a running power transformer. In this study, based
on the theoretical analysis about noise generation and dissemination process, an acoustic radiation
model about oil-immersed power transformer was established and verified with field test data in
time and frequency domain. Then, far-field analysis and directivity analysis were accomplished
to characterize acoustic field of power transformer under multiple operating conditions. Finally,
the acoustic radiation influence on potential surrounding buildings were analyzed and discussed.
The visual results and conclusion provide acoustic guide for the optimal planning and design about
both power substation and ambient buildings.

Keywords: power transformer; audible noise; multi-physical field coupling; multiple operating
conditions; far-field analysis; directivity analysis; planning and design optimization

1. Introduction

Accompanied with the expansion of city, the urban power load is increasing gradually while
the power substations, especially the 110 kV power substation, originally located in the outskirts are
gradually surrounding by new buildings. Due to the power transformer noise may affect residents
around in both physiological and psychological ways, interfering with basic activities such as sleep,
rest, work, study, and communication [1,2], the noise emission levels are facing more stringent
environmental noise standards [3]. Based on this, the theoretical method and practical measures about
assessing power transformer noise levels and reducing the influence of noise has aroused general
concern, which is especially noticed by the transformer manufacturers [4] and the operators of power
grids [5].

The noise level of oil-immersed power transformer relates to the vibration amplitude of core
and windings, the working condition of clamps and fasteners, correspondingly, the recent research
about noise emission of power transformers are going ahead also from these points as the vibration
mechanism of core and windings, the vibration and noise transmission process, and the establishment
of the power transformer noise radiation model.
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In the research of vibration mechanism, for the vibration mechanism of core and windings,
magnetostriction caused by compressive stress in the rolling direction is the vibration source of the
core [6] and displacements of laminated iron core and yoke are dominated by effects of magneto-static
forces especially at overlaps of corners and T-joints [7]. On the other hand, the cores vibration also
increased though the low-frequency load current harmonics acted on winding [8] while based on
the accurate analysis on the vibration mechanisms of windings and vibration signals, fault types in
transformer windings could be diagnosed [9].

For the vibration and noise transmission process, the insulation oil reduces the low frequency
response of the core structure, while the online vibration of the transformer tank is affected by the
features of the transmission path from the internal structure to the tank [10], the identification result
of the power transformers’ nonlinear vibration system, which is corresponding to the features of
the transmission path, could be used in estimating the vibration waveform in time domain [11].
Outside the oil tank, implementation of passive or active noise control is the main aim of research
on noise transmission process in air. For the passive noise control, the selection of sound absorbing
material and the corresponding sound absorption structure design play crucial roles in noise absorptive
capacity [12,13], while the active noise control effect is directly influenced by the control algorithm and
the distribution mode of sound source array [14,15].

For the noise radiation model and noise level measurement about power transformer, the total
load noise level is more easily affected by the high-order harmonics of the load current in comparing
with the large fundamental load current component [16]. After introducing a new algorithm based
on the reverse calculation method [17] or the corrections made of both ambient noise and sound
wall reflections per the IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) Standards [18], the accuracy
of transformer noise measurements improves significantly. Moreover, from the manufacturer point
of view, considering the low-frequency noise of electrical substation was always presented and
noticed in daily lives of residents near the source [19], the structural optimization and low- or
ultra-low-noise power transformers design by means of acoustic radiation model arouses designer’s
attention gradually [20], to meet the increasingly stringent environmental standards, the improved
core assembling form [21], and even optimized cooling system arrangement form [22] are taken into
account by manufacturers.

Based on the analysis above, with the measurement or model, most current researches focus on
the mechanism of noise or vibration generation and transmission about single core or winding under
the experimental condition for the purpose of optimizing the structure, design, or material selection,
however, for security reasons, the omnidirectional acoustic field measurement is unreachable around a
power transformer in running, which means that the spatial sound radiation characteristic of a power
transformer on site and its noise influence surrounding buildings to be built is currently ambiguous.
So the solution to this unfinished issue owns the guiding significance for transformer manufacturers,
operators of power grids, and urban planners.

In this paper, based on the multi-physical field coupling method, the spatial acoustic radiation
characteristics about an 110 kV oil-immersed transformer in running were revealed, and its influence
on surrounding potential buildings were analyzed and discussed. The result could provide data
support for audible noise reduction projects inside the power substation, and offer acoustic guides for
optimizing the layout of urban space around the power substation.

2. Theory and Computational Model

Inside a power transformer, the primary windings create magnetic fluxes that induce current
in secondary windings. During this energy transfer process, the magnetic fluxes would cause
magnetostriction in the core which is made of magnetostrictive material, this forms regular vibrations
and noise transferred to the tank through the insulation oil and fixed joints. At the same time, the
current in the coils also creates Lorentz forces, causing vibrations and load noise transferred to the tank.
As byproduct of the energy conversion process between electrical energy and magnetic energy, the
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whole generation process about vibration and the noise of the power transformer is shown in Figure 1,
and the core of this process could be described with the following three sets of coupling equations.
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2.1. Coupling Equations

According to the energy conversion process, three sets of coupling equations in this section
respectively correspond with the electromagnetic coupling, electromagnetic-mechanical coupling and
the mechanical-acoustic coupling.

The first is electromagnetic coupling. The current density inside the windings located within a
time-varying but low-frequency magnetic field can be derived as:

Je =
NIcir

S
× ecoil, (1)

In this equation, N is the number of winding turns, Icir is the coil current, S is the sectional area of
a single turn, ecoil denotes the direction of electron flow.

Owing to the low frequency, after neglecting the displacement current, this partial differential
equation can describe the electromagnetic process:

σ
∂A
∂t

+∇× (
1
µ
∇×A) = Je, (2)

This equation is derived from Maxwell’s equations, where σ is the electric conductivity of the
medium, µ is the differential permeability, A denotes the magnetic vector potential, and we can obtain
the magnetic flux density with:

B = ∇×A, (3)

Subsequently the electromagnetic-mechanical coupling is presented. Inside the power
transformers under load, the magnetic stray-field of one current-carrying windings interact with
the total current of the other windings, so that the main coupling between the magnetic field and the
solid mechanical field is based on the Lorentz force. This electromagnetic force can be represented by
the total current density J and the magnetic flux density B:

fV = J× B, (4)

For the J in Equation (4), the term:

σw× (∇×A), (5)

should be added, which represents the induced eddy current density in the electrically conductive
body moving with velocity w in a magnetic field, and this velocity w can be given as the time derivative
of the mechanical displacement d:

w =
∂d
∂t

, (6)
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The expression of total electric current density J is:

J = −σ
∂A
∂t
− σ∇V + σ

∂d
∂t
× (∇×A), (7)

Based on the analysis above, substituting Equations (3) and (7) into Equation (4), the expression
of magnetic volume force is obtained as shown in Equation (8):

fV = J× B = [−σ
∂A
∂t
− σ∇V + σ

∂d
∂t
× (∇×A)]× (∇×A), (8)

The main coupling process of the magnetic field and the solid mechanical field can be described
with this equation.

The third is mechanical-acoustic coupling. For the working condition of the power transformer,
the speed of sound and density may in general be space-dependent, but only slowly varies with time.
So, we can use the scalar wave equation to describe the changes of sound field induced by the vibration
of the power transformer:

1
ρc2

∂2 pt

∂t2 +∇(−1
ρ
(∇pt − qd)) = Qm, (9)

where pt is the total acoustic pressure, ρ is the fluid density, c is the speed of sound, qd is a domain
volumetric force which represents a uniform constant background flow convecting the sound field,
and Qm is a domain source term, which represents a nonlinear contribution to the equations in the
time domain.

For thin structures like oil tank walls with insulation oil and air on each side, the condition on
exterior boundaries mathematically reads:

− n ·
(
−1

ρ
(∇pt − qd)

)
= −n · ut, (10)

LA = ptn, (11)

where ut is the structural acceleration, n is the surface normal, and LA is the load (force per unit area)
experienced by the structure.

So, the acoustic load is given by the pressure drop across the thin structure, and this coupling
includes the fluid load on the tank walls and the structural acceleration as experienced by the fluid.

2.2. Computational Model

After theoretical analysis about the generation process of vibration and noise, to visualize this
process and apply it in a practical problem, a full-sized 3D acoustic radiation computational model of
the power transformer was established in which both energy transmission paths from the core and
windings to the air were considered:

In the first path, the coils’ vibrations were transmitted to the oil tank through the fixture as well
as from the magnetostriction, hence causing the tank to vibrate jointly. Then the audible noise in air
was emitted.

In the second path, the noise in oil was produced by the vibration of both the core and the coils,
then acted on the interior wall of oil tank and excited the vibration of the tank, afterward emitting
noise in air.

Figure 2 presents the physical fields involved in these two paths, the type and main parameters of
this natural oil circulation air cooling (ONAF) power transformer as illustrated in Figure 3a is shown
in Table 1, COMSOL Multiphysics (Version 5.3, COMSOL Inc., Stockholm, Sweden) was selected as
the main computing tool, and corresponding grids about key components inside oil tank were shown
in Figure 3b.
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Table 1. Main parameters of SFZ8-31500/110 transformer.

Operation Parameter Geometric Parameter (mm)

Rated frequency
Core

Length Height Diameter
50 Hz 2560 2310 500

Rated capacity Low-voltage winding Inside diameter Outside diameter Height Turns
31,500 kVA 560 688 1157 131

Rated voltage High-voltage winding Inside diameter Outside diameter Height Turns
110/10.5 kV 762 902 1139 792

Short circuit impedance
Tank

Length Width Height
13.26% 4100 1600 2470
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3. Verification

To validate this spatial acoustic radiation model of power transformer built in Part 2, this model
was located in an area outlined in Figure 4a, with the space, size, and material quality of the part
boundaries about this area being consistent with the actual conditions shown in Figure 3a. The relative
positions of the power transformer, microphones, and accelerometers from vertical view are shown in
Figure 4b. The operating data shows three phase loads of this power transformer on site were balanced
and phase current at high voltage side was 54 A, this means the load rate was 35% and high side
currents in model were consistent with the actual situation.
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3.1. Verification in Time Domain

In the time domain, the main validation index is the acceleration of the tank wall. The position
of accelerometers at the high voltage side in site measurement are shown in Figure 4b as two orange
arrows. Specifically, the height of the plane according to the accelerometers was 1230 mm, and these
accelerometers were stuck on the tank wall. Then, the collected acceleration data within a certain
period of time were compared with the calculated values at the same positions in this spatial acoustic
radiation model. Table 2 shows the comparison between measured acceleration values and calculated
stable acceleration values of the oil tank wall. The relative error values γa are calculated with the
following formula:

γa =
||ca| − |µa||
|µa|

× 100%, (12)

where ca is the calculated value and µa is the measured value.

Table 2. Comparison of acceleration values.

Measure Point A1 A2

Data Type Max Min Mean in Time Frame Max Min Mean in Time Frame

Calculated value ca (m/s2) 4.282 −3.996 1.427 3.862 −3.776 1.486
Measured value µa (m/s2) 4.708 −4.382 1.354 4.303 −4.137 1.529

Relative Error γa 9.05% 8.81% 5.39% 10.25% 8.73% 2.81%

From Table 2, we can find that the maximum relative errors of maximum and minimum values
was 10.25%, while the relative errors of two mean values in the time frame were less than 6%, and this
value of measure point A2 was even less than 3%. Compared with the maximum value or minimum
value, which appeared only once in the whole time frame, the mean acceleration value in time frame
can describe the actual vibration of tank walls better [23], therefore the model accuracy in acceleration
calculation was acceptable.
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Then starting at 60 ms, four procedure plots in the time domain were selected to verify the acoustic
propagation process over time.

From Figure 5a, which is the plotting at 70 ms, we found that the elliptic front of the sound
pressure had not reached the zone boundary on this plotting plane and it was centered around
the power transformer. The contours distributed relatively uniformly and the sound pressure level
decreased in sequence from 93.89 dB to 47.71 dB from the nearest length to the most distant length.
Figure 5b,c are drawn at 80 ms and 90 ms respectively. The sound pressure generated by the power
transformer reached the zone boundaries and gradually filled the total space. Particularly, acoustic
reflections were observed as a distortion of contour lines in these two directions. In the Figure 5d
drawn at 100 ms, further distortion of contour lines showed the result of superposition about the
reflected wave and incident wave, and except part zonal regions, the sound pressure level stabilized
around 85 dB at most area on this plane, this value coincided with field measured values well.
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Figure 5. Sound pressure level outside tank at different time: (a) 70 ms; (b) 80 ms; (c) 90 ms; (d) 100 ms.

From the screenshots of generation, transmission, reflection and superposition, these four images
in Figure 5 shows the representative moments during power transformer noise formation process from
the view of sound pressure level in time domain. This computed results agree with the actual physical
process well and the calculated sound pressure level is accordant with the measured values.

3.2. Verification in Frequency Domain

In the frequency domain, the main validation index is the sound pressure level at different
frequencies. The position of the microphones around the oil tank are shown in Figure 4b by the four
blue arrows. On this measurement plane, microphones are located at the height of the horizontal
middle line of insulation oil tank, 1620 mm, the distance from Positions 1 and 3 to the nearest tank
wall is 800 mm, the distance from Positions 2 and 4 to the nearest tank wall is 500 mm.
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After field data acquisition, Fast Fourier transformation was used in both data processing about
the measured value and numerical computation process in the model, to facilitate comparison between
two sets of values. In consider of the lower frequencies less than 600 Hz take up a large proportion [24],
600 Hz is chosen as the upper limit frequency of 100 Hz, 200 Hz, 300 Hz, 400 Hz, and 600 Hz.
The comparison between measured sound pressure values and calculated sound pressure values was
shown in Table 3. We defined the percent average error, Pae, to characterize the accuracy of calculation.
This value in table can be calculated according to the following formula:

Pae =

q
∑

p=1,2...

(
|cp−µp|

µp
× 100%

)
q

(13)

In Equation (13), Pae is the percent average error of a certain measure point, q is the frequency
number of this measure point, cp is calculated value from model, µp denotes the measured value.

Table 3. Comparison of sound pressure level values.

Frequency (Hz) 100 200 300 400 600

Data Type Cs µs Cs µs Cs µs Cs µs Cs µs Pae

Measuring Point
and Data (dB)

1© 63.46 68.02 62.82 64.25 50.82 59.16 46.58 40.54 51.82 51.82 7.59%
2© 62.12 69.06 53.27 64.62 49.58 50.08 43.00 40.54 46.56 49.06 7.96%
3© 64.97 71.82 63.04 64.62 59.65 56.93 42.57 37.02 37.02 43.04 9.15%
4© 64.37 71.50 62.06 68.26 51.50 47.90 45.06 40.54 44.97 49.06 9.21%

From Table 3, it can be found that the calculated sound pressure level distribution at each
frequency were in accord with the actual measurement results, which means the sound pressure
level generated by 100 Hz is greater than any other frequency of each measuring point for the reason
that both the magnetostriction vibration frequency and the main frequency of the winding vibration
are 100 Hz in 50 Hz power grid. For the percent average error, the maximum Pae value is 9.21%
of measuring point four and the minimum Pae values is 7.59% belongs to point one. Calculation
shows the average values of four Pae values is 8.48%, corresponding decibels value is 4.60 dB, so the
error margin of this spatial acoustic radiation model in frequency meets the requirements. Combined
verification in time and frequency domain above, we can conclude that the overall computational
accuracy of the multi-physical field coupling method and model are satisfactory, and they can be used
in spatial acoustic radiation characteristics analysis for an oil-immersed power transformer.

4. Analysis and Discussion

After the verification, this acoustic radiation model was used in multiple operating conditions to
analyze the relevant acoustic radiation characteristics of the power transformer in its operation.

To ensure the commonality of this model, only acoustic impedance of ground surface was included,
that is to say, in this section, and this model was placed in an open and flat terrain.

The analysis in multiple operating conditions were accomplished by two progressive steps.
The first is the far-field analysis in the horizontal to obtain the effect of power transformer noise on
specific frequencies at a certain distance. Secondly, directivity analysis in two vertical planes was used
to collect spatial information across frequencies further, which formed the basis for the acoustic wave
propagation characteristics of the power transformer could be presented.

Considering three phases load of most power transformers are almost balanced but load-rate
levels may be different [25], here three kinds of different but balanced loads situations were set in
front part of Table 4 from Situation (1) to Situation (3), therefore, L.R. is the shortened form of Load
Rate and the same below. Then, three phase unbalanced loads may also exist in weak power grid
structure area and may occur in temporary operation with fault, or during the process of power
distribution networks reconfiguration in certain areas [26,27]. The acoustic radiation characteristics
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analysis of power transformers in these extreme situations are hence essential for operators to release
timely information, and then to reduce complaints from neighboring residents. So, two progressive
unbalanced load situations were set in the lower part of Table 4 as Situation (4) and Situation (5).

Table 4. Multiple operating conditions.

Situation Phase A Phase B Phase C

(1) L.R. 65% 65% 65% 65%
(2) L.R. 95% 95% 95% 95%
(3) L.R. 35% 35% 35% 35%
(4) L.R. S1 65% 95% 65%
(5) L.R. S2 65% 95% 35%

In situation (1) of Table 4, the tri-phase secondary winding currents are 65 percent of the
secondary rated current, which gives consideration to both electric network security and economical
operation [28], was set as the reference situation. Situation (2) is the heavily load situation, meaning
that the power transformer is running closer to full capacity. This situation may exist at weak nodes of
power grid especially during the summer or winter peak demand for electricity. Situation (3) stands for
the low load situation, it exists in few regions and leaves a safety operation margin for reconfiguration
of electric networks in emergency situations. In two unbalanced load situations, Situation (4) is used
to describe the load increase of a certain phase, and it was named as L.R. S1; Situation (5), L.R. S2, is a
more extreme case in that the load in one phase increased while the load of another phase decreased.

4.1. Far-Field Analysis

Far-field analysis about sound pressure level could show the direct effect of power transformer
noise on the surrounding acoustic environment. As shown in Figure 6a, a horizontal plane at a height
of 1620 mm above ground was selected as the drawing plane. In this plane, the increasing X direction
was set as the reference direction and the counter-clockwise direction was chosen as the increasing
direction of polar angle in polar diagram. Correspondingly, the increasing Z direction in vertical plane
was selected as the normal direction. Combining the actual dimension of an 110 kV power substation
and the general distance between the power transformer and surrounding buildings [29], 20 m was set
as the assessment distance of far-field sound environment and 360 was set as the angle resolution.

Analysis results of far-field sound pressure level at different frequencies were shown in
Figure 6b–f.
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Through comparison of these five figures, we found the following relations:

1. At a certain frequency, along with the increase of polar angle, the changing trends about the sound
pressure level of different load rate are almost accordant, at the same time, the slight differences
at certain angles exists. For example, at the frequency of 200 Hz, the sound pressure level values
of load rates of 35% at 55 degrees, 123 degrees, 237 degrees and 305 degrees, are slightly less than
the corresponding values of the other four load rate situations. Similar difference also exists in
400 Hz situation as shown in Figure 6e, among the values at 135 degrees.

2. With increasing frequency, the progressively smaller wavelengths compared to the size of the
power transformer makes the sound pressure level response gradually non-uniform: the graph
of 100 Hz in Figure 6b can be roughly regarded as two crossed ellipses, while the graph shape of
600 Hz in Figure 6f is more irregular, but the five graphs are almost symmetrical along the 0 to
180 degree axis.

3. The maximum sound pressure level in the 45 degree sector region on both sides of the X directions
are less than the values in corresponding regions on both sides of the Y directions. The difference
are particularly obvious in the situations of 100 Hz and 200 Hz, in which the differentials are
even greater than 20 dB.

4. In five far-field figures, along with the x-axis, the sound pressure levels in the 45 degree sector
region on both sides of increasing X direction are overall greater than the corresponding values
of decreasing X directions. The differential of these two values on the same diameter is greater
than 3 dB or more.
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4.2. Directivity Analysis

The above far-field analysis above was limited in a horizontal plane. In order to obtain more
comprehensive spatial sound environment information around power transformer and get the spatial
sound pressure level response versus frequency, directivity analysis in two mutually perpendicular
vertical planes was implemented as planned in this section.

For the drawing parameters setting, as shown in Figure 7a, the YZ plane was set as the drawing
plane, with the increasing X direction chosen as the normal direction and the increasing Z direction
selected as the reference direction. In order to get the sound pressure level in ZX plane, the decreasing
Y direction was selected as the normal direction in Figure 7b. Considering there are pebbles and sand
in the sand pit below the power transformer in the substation, only the upper area above oil tank was
selected as the calculating area, and the assessment distance was also 20 m.

After calculations, directivity plots about two planes were obtained as Figure 7c–l. In order to
read data easily, corresponding values of contours were marked in appropriate regions.
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1. The impact of changing load rate on the far-field sound pressure level in a particular series of 
vertical planes can be observed through the values of contours, while the discrepancy is not 
obvious. For example, in the five ZX planes directivity plots, when the angle is 0 degrees, the 
100 Hz sound pressure levels from Situation (1) to Situation (5) respectively are 49.66 dB,  
49.81 dB, 50.94 dB, 50.03 dB, and 47.93 dB, and the difference values are within 3.1 dB; 

2. With the increase of frequency, the sound pressure levels in adjacent areas of 0 degrees 
concurrently increased, and these adjacent areas in the YZ planes (±20 degree along the 0 degree 
axis) are larger than the adjacent areas in ZX planes (±20 degree along the 0 degree axis), while 
the sound pressure level in other regions decreased with the increasing of frequency;  

Figure 7. Reference plane of directivity analysis and results of different load rates: (a) Sketch of YZ
plane; (b) Sketch of ZX plane; (c) Sound pressure level in YZ plane of L.R. 65%; (d) Sound pressure
level in ZX plane of L.R. 65%; (e) Sound pressure level in YZ plane of L.R. 95%; (f) Sound pressure level
in ZX plane of L.R. 95%; (g) Sound pressure level in YZ plane of L.R. 35%; (h) Sound pressure level in
ZX plane of L.R. 35%; (i) Sound pressure level in YZ plane of L.R. S1; (j) Sound pressure level in ZX
plane of L.R. S1; (k) Sound pressure level in YZ plane of L.R. S2; (l) Sound pressure level in ZX plane of
L.R. S2.

According to directivity plots above, following items could be obtained:

1. The impact of changing load rate on the far-field sound pressure level in a particular series of
vertical planes can be observed through the values of contours, while the discrepancy is not
obvious. For example, in the five ZX planes directivity plots, when the angle is 0 degrees, the
100 Hz sound pressure levels from Situation (1) to Situation (5) respectively are 49.66 dB, 49.81 dB,
50.94 dB, 50.03 dB, and 47.93 dB, and the difference values are within 3.1 dB;

2. With the increase of frequency, the sound pressure levels in adjacent areas of 0 degrees
concurrently increased, and these adjacent areas in the YZ planes (±20 degree along the 0 degree
axis) are larger than the adjacent areas in ZX planes (±20 degree along the 0 degree axis), while
the sound pressure level in other regions decreased with the increasing of frequency;
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3. The directivity plots in YZ planes owns axial symmetry generally, but in ZX planes the directivity
plots are asymmetrical, specifically, at the same frequency, the sound pressure level in the
range from 60 degrees to 90 degrees is greater than the corresponding values in the range from
−60 degrees to −90 degrees.

4.3. Discussion

Combined with the findings of above analysis, the reasons resulting to these differences were
discussed from the following three aspects.

First, due to the adequate safety design to resist the attack of short-circuit current, the impact of
changed winding currents caused by changed load on the vibration transmission process is existent
but limited. Additionally, as the rated flux density inside transformer core is 1.68 T, which is between
1.5~1.8 T, the vibration amplitude of windings and tank wall (including magnetic shielding, etc.)
caused by the leakage flux of load current is much smaller than the vibration amplitude caused by the
magnetostriction of silicon steel sheets [30], so the impact of changed load rate on the far-field sound
pressure level exists, while the discrepancy is not obvious.

Second, as shown in Figure 4b, for the asymmetric design of the internal structure in the oil tank
and using the tank as a frame of reference, the core is not symmetrical along the YZ plane, so two
symmetric points along the YZ plane on the tank obtained different vibrational energy from the first
energy transmission path mentioned above, then it leads to the asymmetry about the external acoustic
field of power transformer under load conditions in open and flat terrain.

Third, still from using the tank as a frame of reference, the core, windings and tank are symmetrical
along the ZX plane, while for the different geometrical size and structural strength of adjacent tank
lateral walls, at a certain frequency, the sound field in corresponding areas excited by tank vibration
are discrepant.

So, under the good condition of clamps inside the tank, and ignoring the flux leakage, asymmetric
internal structure, different geometrical size, and structural strength of adjacent tank lateral walls
are the main reasons resulting to the specific acoustic radiation characteristics of power transformer
in running.

5. Application

In this section, the application of quantitative analysis results above in reducing the influence of
power transformer noise was discussed.

Under the good condition of clamps inside tank, the impact of changed load rate on the acoustic
radiation characteristics was not obvious, so only reference situation in Table 4 was selected as the
analysis object. In order to visualize the spatial acoustic radiation characteristics, the 3D far-field sound
pressure level drawings combined the far-field sound pressure level plotting in the horizontal plane,
and the directivity plotting in the vertical plane was accomplished and shown in Figure 8.
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(d) Far-field sound pressure level in 3D space of 300 Hz; (e) Far-field sound pressure level in 3D space
of 400 Hz; (f) Far-field sound pressure level in 3D space of 600 Hz.

So, to reduce the influence of power transformer noise, during the planning and design, the
analysis result of acoustic radiation characteristics about power transformer could be applied in the
following areas:

1. The far-field sound pressure level in the regions beside two long sides of oil tank are greater than
the sound pressure level in the regions beside two short side, especially at 100 Hz and 200 Hz as
shown in Figure 8b,c, so for the new buildings being planned around the substation, the designer
should bypass the regions adjacent to the two long sides, or use them only for commercial
construction; while for the positioning selection of sound proof walls inside substation, regions
beside two long sides would be preferred locations.

2. In the region beside one short side of the oil tank which is closer to the core, the sound pressure
level is higher than the sound pressure level at the opposite side at certain frequencies, so during
the new building site selection in the power substation, this area should be excluded to reduce
the reflective noise.

3. As shown in Figure 8b–f, the sound pressure level above oil tank grows with the frequency
increase while in the region around the tank side wall, the sound pressure level decreases with
the frequency increase.

So, for the building design around power substation, the designer should enhance the sound
insulation design around high frequencies of noise for the upper part of the building, while for the
lower part of the building, sound insulation design around the lower frequencies of noise should
be strengthened.
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6. Conclusions

With an aim for analyzing the spatial acoustic radiation characteristics of oil-immersed power
transformers in running and applying them in reducing the noise influence, based on the energy
transfer mechanism and the corresponding multi-physical field coupling method, far-field analysis and
directivity analysis were accomplished. Combined discussion and application, following conclusions
were obtained:

1. Assuming the core clamp and windings clamps works well, the impact of changed power
transformer load rate on the far-field sound pressure level exists, while the discrepancy is
not obvious.

2. In the horizontal region around the power transformer, the distribution of sound pressure level
in the far-field is asymmetrical. To reduce the noise influence, urban planners should bypass the
regions beside the two long sides of the oil tank, or at least prevent residential usage.

3. For high-rise building design around the power substation, sound insulation design about high
frequencies of noise for the upper part should be enhanced, while for the lower part, analogous
designs aiming at low frequencies of noise should be strengthened.
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